I have received a couple of mails in regards to people feeling compassion and worrying in regards to the RTRs. Of course, this is from the very few people we have in these groups and forums. Only very specific souls would care what they do to other people, because they are compassionate and they care what their actions entail. This is to explain some matters in regards to that.

On these forums we only have like 0.0001% of world population. Or something. In other words, we have very select few people, and very different people than the landmass of what we call 'humanity' today. We are from all Gentile races on the planet as well. But we have a clear mission and this is unfortunately a mission-rescue-restoration of this whole mess.

I know some people accept the above, others fight for it, others take it seriously, others act selfishly and don't really care. However the same purpose has been given to everyone, in my belief, who has even crossed these forums once. When they will understand this a whole other matter.

One must understand that the striking majority of humanity is brutal, and what I mean by brutal is not that they are all heartless and bad people, but essentially, brutality, especially on the 3rd world is gruesome. This is not exclusive there either, there is a lot of escalating violence in many other parts of the world, while on other parts, the enfeeblement of logic and the ability to fight is also ironically causing a lot of violence. See for example the forced replacement of European populations. So even if you are not able of violence, you will truly fall a victim of such. It's therefore better to be able to be violent, but have a mind on when to be, and also have the ability to restrain this force, rather than being a fake peaceful person.

Brutality largely comes from spiritual downfall, and it just keeps increasing as spiritual downfall escalates, because people lose their ability to be compassionate. Where there is compassion and high understanding there is less violence, not because people can't be violent, but because people understand reason to not be violent. There are people who are accompanied by and used to violence for their whole life however. And there are many people who would find legitimate enough reasons or wouldn't need a reason, to let's say, wipe any of you out without a second thought or chop your head off. This is not the majority but still, we're getting somewhere.

Compassion can be replaced. For example, let's see this thing here. There are two people. One person has been working and doing his best all his life, and for some reason, some pitfall befalls them. So now they have nothing any more. On the other side you have a person who never did anything but go around the streets with his palm open to ask for money so he can just stop working. Who deserves more help and our
While one would see the two individuals on the street, dirt ridden and defeated, one would feel a very similar emotional response. However this emotional response doesn't mean dirt shit. One is not being truly "compassionate" by helping the professional beggar (let's say Jew) here. However to help the first man would actually be a true act of compassion to really help someone who really didn't intend to be there. In other words, one is plagued by ignorance of life or misfortune, while the other one just pretends and fools people. However people would feel the same initial 'compassion'.

The Jews who are parasites just exploit this reflex of humans, same as other parasitic people. If anything, these people deserve to be destroyed or left in their rug ridden fate and to be destroyed. All they do is exploit others, destroy them, and viciously use them. Are they deserving of compassion and/or help? Obviously not. Do people FEEL they "MUST" give them help? Well, many people would. Is it CORRECT to act on such feeling? Definitely not.

So you are not being compassionate just by helping any useless cockroach that wants to eat food for free. But by properly being compassionate to people who actually have a reason to require help. If you help a million parasites, you are obviously not helping a million people who are in true need. As such compassion is a pure filth crap - you are just redistributing wealth and the ability to live in cockroaches, who will then swarm society and keep eating on the skulls and corpses of the people who once fed them. Because the nature of the cockroach is simply this, it doesn't change. So it's your fault for feeding it.

There are Christians out there who would like to kill us, Muslims that would easily destroy us if they knew, and even many of our so called 'loved ones' could easily turn into a murderous feat if they were pushed by others to commit such actions in the name of 'Jesus' or of 'justice'. In other words, the people whom we love, many times, do not love us for who we are. And truly, keep your mouths sealed and let it stay that way. Because there is real danger involved.

Now because the Satanic Soul is not the soul of an animal and filth, we still tend to have compassionate feelings about these people, innocent life, and also, we tend to think in terms of being above these people and thinking what our actions may entail. Our actions entail nothing negative about any gentile, even the deluded ones. Now if one is on full league with the enemy, let's not lie here, when the enemy ship sinks, so will they. But these people do not deserve any love and any compassion. Does let's say someone who poisons humans by the millions on the side of the Jews, deserve to be loved and accepted, or to be treated with compassion?

When one advances, it's true that compassion grows. However many people mistake weakness for compassion. Compassion counts when one can exterminate someone, without repercussions, and they simply don't do it out of principle, for example. This is showing mercy and compassion. Jews are not merciful, they are just powerless. They would have exterminated all of us a long time ago if they could. And even if the most 'compassionate' of all these reptilians, one in the ten billions, would give you 'mercy', the rest of the 9,999% would want to exterminate you in the most torturous way possible.
Many people argue that they have anything 'human' or 'that they are living beings'. Let me ask you a question, these people...Just who of all the human races on earth has invented that if you disobey them you will roast in hell for all of *ETERNITY* in burning sulphur and fire? Nobody. Not even the most perverted and masochistic of Gentiles who have invented such place of torment. At the very worst, one gets to live a negative life, even filled with torture, but they never experience afterlife persecution for their wretched fate...

The Jew however is merciless, because they Jew is also very weak - he knows that unless he crashes his opponents completely (and of course it means nothing to them as they don't feel shit of 'compassion') then they will find themselves under the same fate. Because eventually people would figure out their shit again at some point and become fed up. The stories of people becoming fed up from Jewish parasitism and attempts to destroy them are the main theme of the Torah. The Torah is a series of stories of civilizations who just kicked the Jews out and didn't want to give them anything for free any more. This is parasitism on inconceivable and deadly levels.

As for Whites and many others who think they have reasons to be "compassionate" to everything. You need to wake up. There are people in South Africa who are running for their life right now, merely due to their skin colour. In other words let's admit it, the majority of many other specimen on the planet want you dead - right or wrong, that is the current situation. The Jew is responsible for this propaganda, but justice is not always served. We are here to serve the justice. In plain words, we are being massacred and this isn't going to stop.

We cannot avoid collisions at this point, but we do the RTRs so that we surgically change the situation without the need for bloodshed and war. We can minimize these and bring justice. We may be 0,0001% of the world population but we have impactful power here.

Unfortunately the enemy holds the majority of humanity as hostages. In the same way as Jihadists can be holding hostages, and we have to save them, the operation may mean that some of the hostages will be lost. These are people who are innocent or are fighting in the middle without really understanding what is going on. Even the Jihadists may not be 'responsible', but their role is that of a terrorist, a follower of the Jewish dogma, and a criminal. In other words, nature doesn't really care if these poor kiddos were grown into a Jihadist growing farm, and necessity implies now that such dross has to be cleaned anyway, no matter how people feel.

The technique of stealing one's children and racial members to terrorize, destroy and overrule a race is used by the Jews all the time. These people who are stolen have to be treated like the enemy, moreso, those who are willingly serving them while knowing of the fact. Our RTRs have to be done without reservations.

Lastly, for truly innocent hostages of the enemy, the RTRs will if anything, liberate them. The RTRs attack two categories of people. The enemy, and those who are close-by serving the enemy and are basically Jews in every sense but not materially. All other people are liberated from the influences of these curses upon humanity.
Most of the RTRs when worked they simply remove all these deadly curses of ignorance, impoverishment, and many other things, from the world at large. Typical examples here are environmental curses, curses for diseases, curses for humans to fight and Gentiles to destroy one another etc - all these things are put on a dead end by the RTRs. Typical examples of what the RTRs destroy are Jewish attempts to start wars, the creation of a global 'messianic' government (which would imply the murder of most humans of earth to be established as the Rabbis admit) and many other things such as the defilement and destruction of women. Or the stealing of new lands for Israel etc.

Lastly, we don't fight for "no reason". If we do not, the casualties will be many more thousands or possibly millions of times worse than fighting. Nobody will get actively harmed due to fighting to stop the Jewish works. But many will die if nobody is there to do anything about it. See the last century of two world wars and the annihilation of so many people before to figure it out. This century has given humanity way more (((opportunities))) to wipe itself out and make it rot on a whole new level.

This cannot be allowed to happen. In a sense, we do this because we are compassionate. But people will not understand this compassion because they themselves are not compassionate, but slaves to what they think is being 'compassionate'. This is what the Jew has transformed the initial instinct on compassion in the Age of Pisces.

Doesn't matter if many people die, or children worldwide die in starvation, what the news have to cover, most importantly, is actually if a Jew was called a Jew or not and how much they cried that day.

We are living in a world without the faintest amount of proper or actual compassion. As such many people feel like crap. Gradually we will work to solve this issue aside many others.
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Egon [wrote]:

“What's your opinion on the execution of Amon Goeth by German orders due to "mistreatment" of jew camp inmates?

I think this was a dumb decision and tragically ironic, given Goeth had a quick death while many Germans were brutally tortured by orders of the very race of people they ordered to be treated nicely.”

HoodedCobra666 [wrote]:

Hitler and the Nazis had in mind and would eventually win the war. Abuse of prisoners is a war crime. As such they wanted to keep crimes against criminals like these to a minimal or non existent level to show they have a level of compassion to rule the new world after the enemy fell. This was aimed to show that they had quality even against disgusting enemies. Which proved fatal to them.
Also when you have prison inmates they are not for you to play with, legally or otherwise. So such punishment is also on legal grounds and to uphold the law. Unfortunately the Nazis were too strong on these matters of humane treatment.

The ironic is they even "properly cooked vegetables on the right steam heat" for the Jews in the camps. And tried to act in a humane manner against an enemy alien. All the Jews understood from it is as always how special they were and how superior to others.

So after the Nazis lost the war they simply claimed the same crazy things anyway.

The problem with the inferior Reptilian Jew wasn't really understood. Even if they had gassed 6 million of them, or treated them like valuable humans as they did, it's all the same to Jews. Which leads many people to actually hope they got gassed and at least suffered to some extent.

I do not see exactly what would violence change in the war spectrum at all. Like if the enemy suffered or not. But definitely they would at least feel for what they claimed later regardless. So the accusations would have been true.

I like to believe that proper humanity wins in the end. For example the thing that we have not abused them still gains us the respect and popularity of other people who would have rightfully chopped their head with machetes. Like Iranians who lament on why Hitler didn't gas 6 million in reality.

Long story short due to this abuse and many others in the long-term we will win more than we have lost. But treating them like queens is just disgusting.

---

**Forum Member [wrote]:**

*The best book wrote by a Jew I ever read was 48 Laws of Power. This book is the Talmud for dummies. This Kike author openly states when caught in your crimes pretend to be sorry and beg and plead to manipulate people even do charity whatever to con them into thinking you have changed. Then when they have bought it just go back to the same old Jew game.*

*This Kike spent most of the book laughing about lying, cheating and stealing from dumb Goyim it even used examples of fellow Jews doing this. However the one kind of Goyim he mentioned not to fuck with is one that will fight back and not give up which is why the Jews tell the Goyim to be passive slaves with Xianity.*

*This is why the Jews fear Satan because they know Satan meansjustice.*

---

**Dahaarkan [wrote]:**

*I think people are going to look back on that as evidence that truly, there is no middle ground to be had with Jews. That even the slightest, minimal amount of empathy thrown their way will be exploited in an attempt to destroy us.*